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ArrowSpan Introduces a Metro Wi-Fi Access Point
with GPS Antenna
Santa Clara, Calif., June 4, 2007 – ArrowSpan Inc., a global provider of Wi-Fi mesh solutions, is
adding a GPS antenna to its metro Wi-Fi access point. The Triple RF MeshAP 3100G will allow
managers to detect the GPS location of each access point, therefore simplifying the maintenance
task. The location information can also be applied to a location-driven ad campaign and
promoted to the end-user. GPS popularity has increased in the past year with advertising
companies using the information they collect from the GPS device to target ad messages to users
within specific geographical areas, making location-awareness a must-have feature for service
providers.
"By including the GPS Antenna, users can quickly and easily determine the location and problem
of each access point and upgrade each unit accordingly,” said Max Lu, President/CEO of
ArrowSpan. “Another great feature of the GPS Antenna is that our customers can also use the
GPS information to deliver user-specific advertising, making this Wi-Fi mesh solution ideal for all
users.”
The MeshAP 3100G is an access point designed for city-wide deployments using dual 802.11a
wireless technology as a backhaul connection between mesh access points, and uses one
802.11g as a client connection. Designed for maximum performance, scalability, and ease of use,
the MeshAP 3100G is perfect for metro Wi-Fi solutions. It consists of a weatherproof enclosure
with an industrial grade temperature support -40°F to 131°F (-40°C to 55°C) that can withstand
wind, rain, and extreme temperatures. The MeshAP 3100G will be available July 2007. For more
information about ArrowSpan and the MeshAP 3100G log on to http://www.arrowspan.com
About ArrowSpan, Inc
ArrowSpan Inc. develops and manufactures next-generation Wi-Fi wireless mesh network
solutions. Our solutions enable users to expand existing wireless networks to a wider
reach. ArrowSpan’s streamlined design philosophy and manufacturing expertise, makes the
Wi-Fi mesh network solutions one of most cost efficient solutions on the market. Our
commitment at ArrowSpan is to develop a product that is the best-in-class, but also profitable and
economical for everyone. For more information about ArrowSpan Inc. and our products, please
visit http://www.arrowspan.com.
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